Mining scientific literature about ageing to support better understanding and treatment of degenerative diseases
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we demonstrate how literature mining can support experts in biomedicine on their way towards new discoveries. This is very important in complex, not yet sufficiently understood domains, where connections between different sub-specialities and fields of expertise have to be connected to fully understand the phenomena involved. As a case study, we present our preliminary literature mining work in the domain of ageing. The results confirm very recent discoveries about connections between diet and degenerative diseases, and indicate some concrete directions for further research needed to reveal the connections between microbiota and Alzheimer disease.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the rapid growing of scientific literature and the difficulties in knowledge integration between different scientific fields, IT represents a useful support to solve complex interdisciplinary questions. It has been demonstrated that connections and valuable hypotheses can be generated by linking findings across scientific literature with the use of literature mining methods and tools [5].

The first proposal of discovery based on different literatures was given by Swanson [22]. He proposed the in silico model ABC that performs a search for new indirect relations between two disjoint sets of literature. Later, two main approaches have developed [25]. The first one, namely the closed discovery process, focuses on the test of a starting hypothesis: given two starting domains \(a\) and \(c\), and their corresponding literatures \(A\) and \(C\), the process extracts the common terms \(h\), appearing in both literatures and representing potential bridges between the domains. Differently, the open discovery process is characterized by the absence of advance specification of target concepts: starting from a specific domain \(c\) and the corresponding literature \(C\), the candidates for \(a\) are the result of the discovery process. Some methods combine both approaches. An example is the RaJoLink method [18] that suggests candidates for \(a\) based on exploration of rare terms in the literature on \(c\).

Literature mining has been successfully applied in the field of biomedicine. Detailed survey of the earlier work is found in [11] and [14]. Recently, Zhang et al. [26] presented an application of their literature mining tool in retrieval of comorbidities for asthma in children and adults. Oh and Deasy [19] used literature mining to investigate chemoresistance-related genes and pathways of multiple cancer types. Their comprehensive survey and analysis provide a systems biology-based overview of the underlying mechanisms of chemoresistance. Rajpal et al. [21] applied literature mining for understanding disease associations in drug discovery. They showed how a literature mining system can be used to predict emerging trends at a relatively early stage of obesity and psoriasis by analysing the literature-identified genes for genetic associations, druggability, and biological pathways. Cameron et al. [7] also implemented a literature mining method for discovering informative and potentially unknown associations between biomedical concepts. Given a pair of concepts, their method automatically generates a ranked list of subgraphs that capture multifaceted complex associations between biomedical concepts.

In our study we applied literature mining to the domain of ageing. Ageing is an urgent health priority, with social and economical implications, that requires interdisciplinary biomedical research investments to validate multi-system intervention strategies and early diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers, as well as containment tools. While single-cell mechanisms of ageing processes are studied since several years, limited knowledge is available on the changes occurring at tissue, organ and system levels leading to progression of complex chronic age-related disorders, such as cardiovascular or neuronal diseases and cancer. On the top of genetic and individual predisposition, lifestyle environment and diet strongly contribute to occurrence of ageing and age-related diseases, although link among these factors is difficult to predict.

The main contribution of the paper is the proof of principle of in silico approaches to integrate the available literature concerning “ageing”. Starting from the investigation of the existing scientific literature with ontologies and exploiting the method RaJoLink, we uncover candidate hypotheses for discoveries from terms, appearing rarely in scientific literature on this topic. As these methods indicated interesting connections between dietary issues and degenerative diseases in our preliminary studies, we focus on these particular aspects.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the general methodology used in our work. In Section 3, we describe the investigated context exploiting ontologies and, in Section 4, we summarize different steps and results by applying the method
2. METODOLOGY

PubMed [23] is a medical bibliographic database that contains more than 24 millions citations from years ’40 to the present. Starting from the selected citations, the first step of our work consisted of a systematic analysis of the considered domain using ontologies (Subsection 2.1). Then, using an open discovery process allowed to detect new hypotheses (Subsection 2.2). Since background knowledge has an important role in guiding the discovery process, we used also expert assessments on relevant scientific issues.

2.1 Ontologies and OntoGen

An ontology is a data model that represents a domain. It is used to reason about it, about its main elements and the relationships between them. Several tools have been developed to support users to construct ontologies. One of these tools is OntoGen [13], a semi-automatic and data driven ontology editor focusing on editing of topic ontologies. Starting from a set of text-documents, it combines text-mining techniques with an efficient user interface to support the construction of ontologies including concept hierarchy visualization, concepts management with suggestions based on unsupervised and supervised machine learning methods, and concept visualization (an example in Figure 1).

2.2 Open discovery process and RaJoLink

RaJoLink [18] is an associative approach to identify and connect information across different contexts (literatures). It explores the role of rare terms in the texts that are not typical for the study domain. RaJoLink involves three main steps:

- Rare: the literature about a specific problem \( A \) (the domain under investigation) is examined in order to identify interesting terms that rarely appear in the selected documents \( R \);
- Joint: disjoint sets of documents about the selected rare terms are inspected to detect interesting joint terms \( c_1, \ldots, c_n \) that appear in their intersection;
- Linking: implementing the closed discovery, the last step links terms that bridge the gap between the starting literature \( A \) and the literature \( C \).

Figure 2: A two level ontology that captures the view of the domain “ageing and food”.

The built ontology, obtained from the data for the last five years, revealed that “brain ageing” is a significantly reported keyword. This is consistent with the urgent need of understanding neurodegenerative diseases in elderly population. Following this route, we focused on the “Brain - Gut Axis” as described in [8] and briefly summarized at the beginning of the next section.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE DOMAIN

At present, PubMed contains more than 300.000 citations about “ageing” (and its synonymous terms). When considered only the year 2014, more than 19.000 citations were found and Figure 1 shows the corresponding concept visualization. In it, we can view that recent investigations focus on different concepts, some of them connected with nutrition and food.

To validate our in silico method, we focused on important new findings, namely the link between ageing and nutrition, recently expanded by the use of high throughput -omics technologies (metagenomics, lipidomics, metabolomics, etc) and high power analysis of ‘big data projects’ [12]. Our work focused in a subset of 4.839 citations (with abstracts) obtained combining two properties: the conjunction of the term “ageing” with the term “food” and the most recent years (from year 2009 to 2014). Using OntoGen system, we created the two-level ontology shown in Figure 2. The first level distinguished four main data clusters. For the cluster related to the diet, at the second level we got a group of papers, related to brain.

Figure 1: Concept visualization for literature about ageing in 2014.

4. SEARCHING FOR CONNECTIONS

EXPLAINING “BRAIN-GUT AXIS”

The gut–brain axis integrates neural, hormonal and immunological signalling between the gut and the brain [8]. Bidirectional relation between these organs is mediated by neuroactive molecules, which are produced by the gut nervous system. In addition, gut microbiota biodiversity allows appropriate brain chemistry and can influence BDNF levels, learning and behavior. The diet and individual genetic and lifestyle factors influence gut microflora in their effective transformation of food in active micronutrients and essential enzymatic co-factors [4]. Interdisciplinary studies that integrated new sequencing approaches, with proteomic and metabolomic studies, have demonstrated the impact of the gut function on a wide range of health and disease processes, including chronic neuronal...
disorders. A likely possibility is that personalized diet and nutrition supplements (such as probiotics) might limit chronic disease progression, cancer and ageing. These findings suggest the urgency to use IT tools to integrate data from different sectors (human health, biomedicine, microbiology, nutrition, etc) to provide guidelines for evidence based interdisciplinary research. The ability to predict a particular drug's pharmacokinetics and a given patients population's response to drugs via interfering on gut microbiome and diet, is one of the largest impacts of this field.

In the following subsection, the application of RaJoLink method and its results in this domain are described.

4.1 Rare
There is a vast interest about microbes that colonize the human gut (collectively referred as microbiota) and our health is the focus of a growing number of research initiatives. Starting from the most recent literature concerning “microbiota” (last 1000 papers with abstract available in PubMed in early June 2015), we applied the first step of RaJoLink method.

From the wide amount of rare terms detected by RaJoLink tool, we identified 3 rare terms “BDNF”, “homocysteine” and “ubiquitin”. While BDNF is a marker of learning abilities and brain well function [20], homocysteine is associated to ischemic brain damage [10] and ubiquitin refers to occurrence of protein post-translational modification mechanisms involved in protein quality control, a mechanism lost in neurodegenerative diseases, where large stack of unfolded unsoluble protein assembly is found [24]. Link of these terms with nutrition is subject of study, specifically associated to ageing diseases. In particular, the benefit of food supplements in endogenous BDNF levels is subject of clinical trials [9, 2].

4.2 Joint
The three rare terms “BDNF”, “homocysteine” and “ubiquitin” have been the starting point for the second step in RaJoLink method. As visible in Figure 3, several joint terms have been detected. Checking their frequency, the first three terms have been “synaptic” (18 occurrences), “Alzheimer” (13 occurrences), and “cerebral” (9 occurrences).

In PubMed, we verified the connections between different literatures. In particular, Figure 4 focuses on “Alzheimer” literature: the (gut) “microbiota” and the “Alzheimer” literatures had very weak direct connection (Figure 5) but, considering joint terms and related literatures, indirect connections were found.

Figure 5: Connections between the scientific literature on microbiota and the scientific literature on Alzheimer (PubMed: 31 August 2015).

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Presented literature mining methodologies are general and can be applied in different fields to guide discovery processes, providing that there is a good coverage of documents available on-line. The process is more efficient if there is a field expert available to cooperate since his or her guidance in selecting rare or joint terms might significantly fasten the convergence towards novel and interesting results. We applied literature mining to study ageing
context and we explored the role of rare terms that are not typical in the literature regarding “ageing” and “food”, to detect interesting, not yet fully understood connections, showing promising directions for further research concerning as dietary issues and degenerative diseases.

The increasing rate of data generation across all scientific fields provides new opportunities for data-driven research, with the potential to inspire new scientific trends. With the use of high throughput technologies, not only in the genetic field, but also in the metabolomic, nutrition and microbiology fields, the exploitation of 'big data' enable us to face the challenge of in silico integratomic analysis to find causative relations that might stimulate re-evaluation of existing knowledge as well as identify new data-driven medicinal chemistry and drug discovery processes [15]. In the filed of nutrition and diet, in particular, data integration analysis is often complicated by many confounding (lifestyle) factors. Validation of robust in silico tools is therefore highly desired for exploiting previous research in new interdisciplinary applications.
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